
Apple TV Menu 
 

This extension implements a single level menu with backdrop filter blur and scaling 

hover effect, inspired by the Apple TV Menu.  

 

 
 

The Apple TV menu has the usually styling options like font, background, text color, 

border radius, padding etc. Also, several animation easing effects are included.  

The ‘scale’ property specifies the amount of scaling when the user hovers over the 

menu item. For example: 1.2, scales the item 120%. 

 

The menu has support icon libraries (WWB16.1+), like Font Awesome, Material 

Icons, Open Iconic, IonIcons etc. https://wysiwygwebbuilder.com/iconfonts.html 

Icons can also be published as embedded SVG to keep the page weight low. 

 

Online Demo 

https://wysiwygwebbuilder.com/support/appletvmenu.html 
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How to install this extension so it is available in WYSIWYG Web Builder? 

You can use the Extension Manager (Menu->Tools->Extension Manager) to install 

this extension. 

 

Alternatively, you can manually copy all files from the zip file to the Web Builder 

extensions folder. Usually this folder is in this location:  

My Documents\WYSIWYG Web Builder\system\extensions\ 

 

 

Requirements 

WYSIWYG Web Builder 16.1 or higher 

 

 

 

License Agreement 

This is a commercial extension for WYSIWYG Web Builder.  

This extension is NOT FREE! To use it on your website you will need to buy a license: 

https://www.wysiwygwebbuilder.com/appletvmenu.html 

 

 

This application may not be sold, rented, redistributed, sublicensed or modified 

without permission of the author. This application is provided "AS IS" without 

warranty of any kind including, but not limited to, warranties of merchantability, 

fitness for a particular purpose and non-infringement. In no event will Pablo Software 

Solutions be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary or 

consequential damages, including damages for loss of profits, loss or inaccuracy of 

data, incurred by any person from such 

person's usage of this application if advised of the possibility of such damages. 
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